Safety and Quality
for over 30 Years!
Proven in-house production!

FIRESTOPSYSTEMSCATALOGUE

FLAMRO – For Your Safety!

Structural
Fire Protection
 An Important Backbone of Intelligent Buildings
Für den Baulichen
Brandschutz...

Cont ent s

An ounce of prevention is better than a pound of pain  this old saying holds true for all aspects of life and is of particular relevance when it
comes to structural fire protection: Buildings are designed to protect and shelter people and property, they provide a sense of security and thus
possess far more qualities than their mere physical presence seems to suggest at first glance. In order to retain their protective function,
buildings need and deserve particular care and attention.

Firestop Systems
KnowHow
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Modern buildings house vast networks of cables and pipes, all of which can turn into a danger to life, limb and property if they are not properly
protected. National and international legislation stresses the importance of structural fire protection, placing stringent demands on firestopping
measures for buildings. Growing demands require innovative solutions that are firmly rooted in a tradition of quality. FLAMRO, a leading developer
and manufacturer of firestop products, has a quality track record of more than 30 years and a dedicated team of professionals committed to
designing customised solutions that meet the most varied firestopping needs of exacting customers all over the world. We at FLAMRO look
forward to help you, too, find your tailormade solution. Make your best choice in fire protection  with a cool head and before the heat is on!
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Keeping cool in the event of fire

Cable Penetration Seals
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Since FLAMRO manufactures all products inhouse, customers can rely on the handpicked quality of our products. Continuous inhouse
monitoring invariably ensures continuous quality, an asset which is the key to our success. Numerous external quality controls also testify to the
excellent quality and versatile applicability of our products.
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Certified FLAMRO firestop systems are, therefore, at work in all conceivable sectors of building construction and civil engineering, including in
special buildings and structures, such as:
 airports  power stations  industrial plants  and many more.
The options are legion, so why not let us assist you, too, in finding the best solution for your own and your customers firestopping needs!
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FLAMRO KnowHow

KnowHow

Time/ Temperature curve
according to ISO834 for fire tests on building components

Proven and approved safety solutions for structural fire protection
Progress has a long tradition at FLAMRO BrandschutzSysteme GmbH: Throughout
more than 30 years of continuous research and development, the company has
consolidated its reputation as a leading supplier of new and innovative structural fire
protection systems  with a relentless focus on market and customer requirements.
FLAMRO firestop products (such as cable and pipe penetration seals, cable ducts and
cable coatings) safeguard buildings in the event of fire, and thus the people and property
inside. With customised sealing solutions designed by FLAMRO, damage to property
can be limited, operational failures prevented and environmental damage averted. And
still more: Since FLAMRO has also made a name for itself with peripheral products such
as firestop mortar, void and joint sealing material, firestop collars, pillows, panels as well
as fireproof adhesive, all firestopping needs are catered for from one source, so that
we can promise and deliver quality without compromise.
A company geared for growth
FLAMROs roots are firmly planted in Leiningen, a town not far from Koblenz in
immediate proximity to the motorway A61. Major expansion followed only a few years
later when a modern manufacturing plant with a wellequipped laboratory and handson
training facilities was completed in 1993. A new factory building comprising 2000 sqm
was erected in 2001, while the year 2007 saw the inauguration of a new R&D building:
FLAMRO is moving with the times and thus well poised for the future.

In essence the following requirements must be met in case of
penetration seals:

Fire test conducted on pipe penetration seals
(Cupper and steel pipes) in a gypsum wall with at least
60 min fire rating

integrity  no through gaps during the fire test exceeding
certain requirements (gap gauge  not everywhere
required)
no passage of hot gases through the seal which
can ignite a cotton pad, no sustained flaming on the
unexposed side of the seal during the fire test
insulation  No temperature rise at any measure point on the
unexposed side of the seal on the penetrations of
180 °C(K) above their initial temperature

Research and development: top commitment for top results
Innovation is key at FLAMRO. The companys inhouse laboratory is managed by a
graduate chemist specialised in structural fire protection. The foremost focus of all
R&D work is the ongoing, proactive development of existing systems, as well as the
continued exploration of new, costeffective, and viable solutions for all conceivable
firestopping requirements. The companys unwavering dedication to innovation and
quality ensures toptier products that are always up to date in terms of performance and
design.
Since FLAMRO maintains an inhouse production facility, our customers can rely on the
quality of our products at all times. FLAMROs ongoing quality management system
includes both internal and external (i.e. thirdparty) control processes that ensure and
confirm consistency of quality.

Test conducted on with FLAMRO ABA coated cables to
IEC 60332322, Category A (flame spead of vertically
mounted bunched wires or cables)
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Fire test conducted on cable penetration seals in a gypsum wall
with at least 90 min fire rating

FLAMRO Fire Protection Training

Training seminars

How to handle cable penetration seals, cable ducts and firestop bandages
Make yourself and your staff fit for fireproofing! Come and gain knowledge about all
applicable requirements in preventive structural fire protection and add value to your
company.
Unwavering quality is our top priority, and this also translates into our training
seminars. They will put you in the know about which FLAMRO firestopping solutions
and products to use in your individual case.
Customers from Germany will also be informed about the following:
 the current fire safety regulations adopted by the various German Federal states
 the current LAR requirements (German guidelines on fireprotection requirements
for pipes and electrical lines | cables , including their fittings, installed in buildings)
Our training will provide you with practiceoriented installation examples and with
comprehensive information on how and where to best apply FLAMRO products for the
greatest benefit. We will also give you valuable installation tips for your daily handling
of the products.
As a matter of principle, it is always recommendable to enrol for a training seminar if
you use FLAMRO products because it will help you to become familiar with the
products outstanding versatility.
We look forward to welcome you to FLAMRO and wish you a successful seminar with
many interesting insights.
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FLAMRO one layer panel seal
Approvals:
German Institute for Building Technology No. Z19.151738
Association of Cantonal Fire Insurance (Switzerland), VKFNo. 8765 and 8766
Exova Warrington Fire (England) No. R10749

Application

FLAMRO

BrandschutzSysteme
GmbH

Panel seal (soft seal) for wall and floor penetrations, designed to protect both single
and bunched electrical lines and cables (including optical fibre cables) of any material 
without restrictions imposed on each cables overall conductor crosssection  as
well as their supporting structures (cable troughs, trays and ladders) made of steel,
aluminium or plastics. Materials production controlled by iBMB Braunschweig, Germany

Cable Penetration seals

Areas of application

Z19.111300
Z19.111299

Installation instructions

In all firerated
• walls (masonry | concrete | aerated concrete | lightweight partitions ≥ 75 mm)
• floor (concrete or aerated concrete ≥ 125 mm)

Cable Penetration seals

In the first step, close the opening of the building component on one side with panel
FLAMRO BS 50 | 2 or FLAMRO BS 60 | 2. Bond the panel tightly into place using
FLAMRO BMS. Any spaces between the panel edges and the throughpenetration
opening, any spaces between the panel and fitting pieces, as well as any spaces
between the panel and the penetrating cables must also be sealed with FLAMRO
BMS.
The fastening of the cable supporting structure to the surrounding building must be
in such a way that in the case of fire no additional mechanical load can act on the
penetration seal.

Special benefits

System components:






Firestop panel FLAMRO BS 50 | 2 or
BS 60 | 2

+







The coating can be applied by spraying, brushing or trowelling
No dripping of material, clean work area
Easy and fast installation and retrofitting
Approved for lightweight partitions
Coatable with aqueous emulsion paint
Coating under normal environmental conditions resistant to radiation up to
longterm doses of 1.7 MGy
For internal and external use (please see technical data sheet)
240h salt spray test according ISO 9227
Resistance to mould, fungus and algae  please contact FLAMRO or your deliverer
Asbestosfree
Halogenfree and nontoxic fumes in case of fire (tested to DIN 41021)

Penetration seals in floor openings are to be protected against charges, in particular
also against the entrance, by suitable measures (e.g., by a safety fence or by cover by
means of grating)
All cable penetration seals must be permanently labelled by the installation company.
The identification labels, which are available from FLAMRO BrandschutzSysteme
GmbH, have to be affixed next to the cable penetration seal.

Retrofits
Retrofitting is easy! Just seal any remaining gaps with FLAMRO BMS or FLAMRO
BMK and paint over with FLAMRO BMA.

FLAMRO BMS mastic sealant

+

Technical specifications
Test Report No.

building element

iBMB Braunschweig:
No. 3749 | 0644CR

wall

0.35 m²

60 mm

1 mm | 100 mm

floor

0.60 m²

60 mm

1 mm | 100 mm

wall

0.28 m²

50 mm

1 mm | 90 mm

Exova Warringtonfire:
No. Warres R10749

FLAMRO BMA Airless coating
compound
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seal size

seal thickness

coating thickness| length

No. 3749 | 0644CR (tested to DIN 41029): 61 min integrity and insulation
in wall opening (100 mm thick steel stud gypsum board wall),
73 min integrity and at least 38 min insulation in floor opening (
125 mm thick aerated concrete floor)
No. Warres R10749 (tested to BS 476: Part 20 | 22): 90 min integrity
and more than 79 min insulation in wall opening
(100 mm thick aerated concrete block wall)

!

For futher Informations
or Approvals please
contact us on
info@flamro.de

FLAMRO BS1 One layer panel seal
Approvals:
German Institute for Building Technology No. Z19.151635
Association of Cantonal Fire Insurance (Switzerland) , VKFNo. 9446
Exova Warringtom Fire (England) No. R12227
TNO (Netherlands) No. 97.CVBR1327

FLAMRO
BrandschutzSysteme
GmbH

Application

Z19.111300
Z19.111299

Panel seal (soft seal) for wall and floor penetrations, designed to protect both single and
bunched electrical lines and cables (including optical fibre cables) of any material  without
restrictions imposed on each cables overall conductor crosssection  as well as their
supporting structures (cable troughs, trays and ladders) made of steel, aluminium or plastics.
Materials production controlled by iBMB Braunschweig, Germany

Cable Penetration seals

Areas of application

Installation instructions

In all firerated
• walls (masonry | concrete | aerated concrete | lightweight partitions ≥ 100 mm)
• floor (concrete or aerated concrete ≥ 150 mm)

System components:

Special benefits






Firestop panel FLAMRO BS1

+








The coating can be applied by spraying, brushing or trowelling
No dripping of material, clean work area
Easy and fast installation and retrofitting
Approved for lightweight partitions
Coating under normal environmental conditions resistant to radiation up to
longterm doses of 1.7 MGy
Coatable with aqueous emulsion paint
For internal and external use (please see technical data sheet )
240h salt spray test according ISO 9227
Resistance to mould, fungus and algae  please contact FLAMRO or your deliverer
Asbestosfree
Halogenfree and nontoxic fumes in case of fire (tested to DIN 41021)

In the first step, close the opening of the building component on one side with panel
FLAMRO BS1. Bond the panel tightly into place using FLAMRO BMS. Any spaces
between the panel edges and the inside surfaces of the throughpenetration opening,
any spaces between the panel and fitting pieces, as well as any spaces between the
panel and penetrating cables must also be sealed with FLAMRO BMS.
If the mineral fibre barrier is adequately friction fitted into place the omission of the
coating or mastic between the panel pieces and between the barrier and edges of
the wall or floor opening is possible (Report C120229 extension to test report No.
Warres R12227). The fastening of the cable supporting structure to the surrounding
building must be in such a way that in the case of fire no additional mechanical
load can act on the penetration seal. Penetration seals in floor openings are to be
protected against charges, in particular also against entrance, by suitable measures
(e.g., by a safety fence or by cover by means of grating)
All cable penetration seals must be permanently labelled by the installation company.
The identification labels, which are available from FLAMRO BrandschutzSysteme
GmbH, have to be affixed next to the cable penetration seal.

Retrofits
Retrofitting can be performed easily. Just seal any remaining gaps with FLAMRO BMS
or FLAMRO BMK and paint over with FLAMRO BMA.

FLAMRO BMS mastic sealant

+

Technical specifications
Test Report No.
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seal size

seal thickness

coating thickness| length

iBMB Braunschweig:
No. 3925 | 0703CR

wall

2 m²

80 mm

23 mm | 200 mm

floor

0.60 m²

80 mm

23 mm | 150 mm

Exova Warringtonfire:
No. Warres R12227

wall

0.28 m²

60 mm

23 mm | 100 mm

floor

0.28 m²

60 mm

23 mm | 100 mm

wall

0.38 m²

60 mm

2 mm | 150 mm

TNO, Delft NL:
No. 97CVBR1327

FLAMRO BMA Airless coating
compound

building element

Cable Penetration seals

No. 3925 | 0703CR (tested to DIN 41029): 120 min integrity and 100 min
insulation in wall opening (100 mm thick steel stud gypsum board wall),
102 min integrity and insulation in floor opening (150 mm thick aerated concrete floor)
No. Warres R12227 (tested to BS 476: Part 20 | 22): 240 min integrity and 94 min
insulation in wall opening (100 mm brick wall), 240 min integrity and 120 min
insulation in floor opening (100 mm steel reinforced concrete floor)
No. 97CVBR1327 (tested to NEN 6069 and prEN13663): 240 min integrity
and 117 min insulation in wall opening (150 mm gas concrete wall)

!

For futher Informations
or Approvals please
contact us on
info@flamro.de

FLAMRO BS two layer Panel Seal
Technical Approvals: Application
German Institute for Building Technology No. Z19.15477 Association of Fire
Insurers (Switzerland) , VKFNo. 14092, 14093, 10501 and 7925
Exova Warrington Fire (England) No. 117133 and C126229
TNO (Netherlands) No. 97CVBR1327

Application
FLAMRO
BrandschutzSysteme
GmbH

Z19.111300
Z19.111299

Panel seal (soft seal) for wall and floor penetrations, designed to protect both single
and bunched electrical lines and cables (including optical fibre cables) of any material
 without restrictions imposed on each cables overall conductor crosssection  as
well as their supporting structures (cable troughs, trays and ladders) made of steel, aluminium
or plastics. Materials production controlled by iBMB Braunschweig, Germany

Cable Penetration seals

Areas of application

Installation instructions

In all firerated
• walls (masonry | concrete | aerated concrete | lightweight partitions ≥ 100 mm)
• loors | ceilings (concrete or aerated concrete ≥ 150 mm)

System components:

Special benefits







Firestop panel FLAMRO BS

+








The coating can be applied by spraying, brushing or trowelling
No dripping of material, clean work area
Easy and fast installation and retrofitting
Approved for lightweight partitions
Coatable with aqueous emulsion paint
Spaces around the twopanel seal (inside surfaces of the throughpenetration
opening, cable trays and the rear side of the panel) do not require coating
Coating under normal environmental conditions resistant to radiation up to
longterm
doses of 1.7 MGy
For internal and external use (please see Technical Data Sheet )
240h salt spray test in accordance with ISO 9227
Resistance to mould, fungus and algae  please contact FLAMRO or your supplier
Asbestosfree

Cable Penetration seals

In the first step, close the throughpenetration opening on one side with FLAMRO BS
panels. Bond the panels flush and tightly into place using FLAMRO BMS. Any spaces
between the panel edges and the inside surfaces of the throughpenetration opening,
any spaces between the panels and their fitting pieces, as well as any spaces between
the panels and penetrating cables must also be sealed with FLAMRO BMS.
If the mineral fibre barrier is adequately friction fitted into place the omission of the
coating or mastic between the panel pieces and between the barrier and edges of the
wall or floor opening is possible.
(Test report No. Warres R117133 and WFRC No. C126229)
The fastening of the cable supporting structure to the surrounding building must be
in such a way that in the case of fire no additional mechanical load can act on the
penetration seal.
Penetration seals in floor openings are to be protected against charges, in particular
also against entrance, by suitable measures (e.g., by a safety fence or by cover by
means of grating)
All cable penetration seals must be permanently labelled by the installation company.
The identification labels, which are available from FLAMRO BrandschutzSysteme
GmbH, have to be affixed next to the cable penetration seal.

!

For futher Informations
or Approvals please
contact us on
info@flamro.de

Retrofits
Retrofitting can be performed easily. Just seal any remaining gaps with FLAMRO BMS
or FLAMRO BMK and paint over with FLAMRO BMA.

FLAMRO BMS coating (trowellable)

+

Technical specifications
Test Report No.

building element

seal size

seal thickness

coating thickness | length

No. 3480 | 4081CR

wall

2.28 m²

120 mm

2 mm | 100 mm

No. 3597 | 5337AR

floor

0.80 m²

150 mm

2 mm | 100 mm

No. 251 | 98AR

floor

0.03 m²

150 mm

2 mm | 100 mm

Exova Warringtonfire:
No. Warres 117133 and WFRC No.
C126229

wall

0.42 m²

120 mm

23 mm | 100 mm

floor

0.56 m²

150 mm

23 mm | 100 mm

TNO, Delft NL: No. 97CVBR1327

wall

0.38 m²

150 mm

2 mm | 100 mm

iBMB Braunschweig:

FLAMRO BMA Airless coating
(sprayable | brushable)
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No. 3480 | 4081AR (tested to DIN 41029) and No. 3597 | 5337AR (tested to DIN41029 | prEN
13663): 96 min integrity and insulation in wall opening(100mm thick steel stud gypsum board wall);
110 min integrity and insulation in floor opening (150mm thick aerated concrete floor)
No. 251 | 98AR (tested to DIN 41029 pertaining to cables requiring an area of more than 60% of
the seal surface: 120 min integrity and insulation in floor opening (150mm aerated concrete floor)
No. Warres 117133 (tested to BS 476: Part 20 | 22) and WFRC No. 126229: 120 min integrity and
105 min insulation in wall opening (100mm aerated blocks); 120 min integrity and 105 min insulation
in floor opening (150mm aerated concrete floor)
No. 97CVBR1327 (tested to NEN 6069 and prEN13663): 240 min integrity and 149 min insulation
in wall opening (150mm gas concrete wall)

FLAMRO BK Pillow Seal
Technical Approval No. Z19.15458
Exova Warrington Fire (England) No. J90150| 1
TNO (Netherlands) No. 97CVBR1327

Application
Wall

Pillow seal for wall and floor/ ceiling penetrations, designed to protect single and
bunched electrical cables of all types, including optical fibre cables  without restrictions
imposed on each cables overall conductor crosssection  as well as their supporting
structures (cable troughs, trays and ladders) made of steel, aluminium or plastics.
Also permitted for single steel and plastic pipes < 15 mm.

Cable Penetration seals

Areas of application

Installation instructions

Permitted for installation in
 walls of at least 15 cm thickness made of masonry, concrete or autoclaved
aerated concrete
 floors | ceilings of at least 15 cm thickness made of concrete or autoclaved
aerated concrete

System components:

Special benefits












Floor | ceiling

High flexibility thanks to fast installation and removal of the seal assembly
Low seal thickness
Easy retrofitting
Insensitive to moisture
Reusable for onsite applications, suitable for temporary sealing requirements
No additional coating, sealing compound or packing material is required to fill cable
interstices
Even for ceiling penetration seals, the pillows are inserted horizontally instead of
vertically
Dirt and noisefree installation
Impervious to smoke in accordance with DIN 4102, Part 9
Easy installation thanks to 4 different pillow sizes
Approved as a permanent firestop seal

The pillows are designed for horizontal positioning in both wall and floor | ceiling
applications. FLAMRO BK pillows consist of an outer membrane made of
noncombustible
glassfibre tissue filled with noncombustible materials that will expand
when exposed to heat, thus increasing pillow volume in the event of fire. Spaces
between pillows, if any, are hence tightly sealed. Floor | ceiling penetrations require
use of a steel wire grid (mesh size 50 x 50 mm, wire thickness 5 mm) in order to
prevent the pillows from slipping out and in order to protect the work area from
unauthorised access.
The cable supporting structure must be fastened to the surrounding building
component in such a way that no additional mechanical load can act on the
penetration seal in the case of a fire.
All cable penetration seals must be permanently labelled by the installation company.
The identification labels, which are available from FLAMRO BrandschutzSysteme
GmbH, have to be affixed next to the cable penetration seal.

Retrofits
Retrofitting is performed easily because the pillows can be removed and then reused.
FLAMRO pillow seals are also a good interim solution during the construction phase,
and they are the solution of choice for environments with frequent retrofitting needs.

FLAMRO BK firestop pillows

Technical specifications

Test Report No.

No. 3152 | 1522AR and No. 3218 | 1982AR (tested to DIN41029): 93 min integrity
and insulation in wall opening(150 mm thick aerated concrete wall); 91 min integrity and
insulation in floor opening (200 mm thick aerated concrete floor)
building element

seal size

seal thickness

coating thickness | length


iBMB Braunschweig:
No. 3152 | 1522AR
No. 3218 | 1982AR

wall

0.28 m²

250 mm

floor

0.40 m²

240 mm



Exova warringtonfire: No. J 90150 | 1

wall

0.36 m²

250 mm



TNO, Delft: No. 97CVBR1327

wall

0.38 m²

250 mm



No. 080 | 92AR: Installation of the pillow seal in openings of 150 mm thick floors
No. (tested to BS 476: Part 20 | 22): 135 min integrity and insulation in wall opening
(200mm brick wall)
No. 90150 | 1 (tested to NEN 6069 and prEN13663): 240 min integrity and exeeding
109 min insulation in wall opening (150 mm gas concrete wall)
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Cable Penetration seals

!

For futher Informations
or Approvals please
contact us on
info@flamro.de

FLAMRO Variant N II KS firestop pipe collar
European Technical Approval No. ETA13| 0792
Fire resistance class EI 120

Application

Wall penetration: Two firestop collars
Floor| Ceiling penetration: One firestop collar at the underside of the ceiling
Penetration of:
 Conduits, either unoccupied or occupied with
cables with a max. diameter of 21mm
 Single pipe max. 63mm in diameter

Cable Penetration seals

 Maximum outer diameter of
conduit bundles 125mm

Installation instructions
Installation instruction Variant N II KS
FLAMRO Variant N II KS may be used to provide a penetration seal with conduits made
of PVC according to EN 6138621 and EN 6138622 or Polyolefin according to EN
6138621 and EN 6138622.
FLAMRO Variant N II KS is suitable for the installation in flexible walls, rigid walls and
rigid floors in accordance with the below mentioned table. The walls and floors are
classified according to EN 135012 corresponding to the required fire resistance
period.

Areas of application
In all firerated
• Flexible and rigid walls ≥ 100mm thickness
• Rigid floors | ceilings ≥ 150mm thickness

Cable Penetration seals

Type and minimum thickness of walls / ceilings:

System components:

Special benefits





Ideal for installation shafts, for example refurbishment
Spacesaving mounting due to low installation height
Approved for flexible walls
Closure of the remaining opening with commercial materials such as concrete,
cement mortar, plaster cast possible
 Application possible in case of already routed pipes by a simple locking technique
 For floor applications zero distance between mounted collars is allowed
 Electric installation pipes either occupied or unoccupied
(Subsequent addition| removal of cables is easily possible)
FLAMRO Variant N II KS
firestop pipe collar
Conduit ends sealed with
intumescent material to provide
smoketightness

System Variant N II KS
N II A, ø 32 mm
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Flexible walls

Rigid floors

≥ 100 mm

≥ 100 mm

≥ 150 mm

Construction of flexible walls
 with steel stud substructure and lining on both sides made from min. 2 layers of
12,5mm thick cementitious or gypsum based slabs with a fire reaction class A1 or
A2 according to EN 135011
 with wood stud substructure and lining on both sides made from min. 2 layers of
12,5mm thick cementitious or gypsum based slabs with a fire reaction class A1 or
A2 according to EN 135011
Principles for construction
For wall installation one collar per side, for floor| ceiling installation only one collar at the
underside of the ceiling. The electrical installation pipes can be routed through the seal
solely or in bundles. The maximum diameter of the bundle is 125mm when a solid wall
has a thickness of at least 100mm, respectively a solid floor| ceiling has a thickness of
at least 150mm. The maximum outer diameter of a single installation pipe is 63mm.
The maximum outer diameter of routed cables through a single installation pipe is
21mm. For each installation pipe bundle the smallest firestop collar of type Variant N II
A KS has to be chosen.
Measured from wall| ceilingsurface, the minimum length of the electrical installation
pipes must be 200mm on both sides of the wall| floor| ceiling. All remaining spaces
around the installation pipe bundle in wall| floor| ceiling must be filled with concrete,
mortar or gypsum. The intermediate space around the installation pipes do not have to
be filled. Firestop collars must be fixed with fire safety dowels.

Technical specifications
Manschettentyp

Rigid walls

Außendurchmesser

Innendurchmesser

Aufbauhöhe

Anzahlder Blechlaschen

50 mm

36 mm

26 mm

2

N II A, ø 40 mm

58 mm

44 mm

26 mm

2

N II A, ø 50 mm

68 mm

54 mm

26 mm

2

N II A, ø 63 mm

94 mm

67 mm

26 mm

4

N II A, ø 75 mm

106 mm

79 mm

26 mm

4

N II A, ø 90 mm

132 mm

94 mm

27 mm

4

N II A, ø 110 mm

155 mm

114 mm

27 mm

4

N II A, ø 125 mm

172 mm

129 mm

40 mm

4

The fastening of the firestop collars on flexible walls must be made with threaded rods
M6 or M8. On floor| ceiling, several firestop collars may be installed with zero distance.
Because of smoke protection the ends of the electrical installation pipes are to be filled
with intumescent construction material DSBW on a depth of at least 20mm.
When installing the pipe penetration seal in walls the first cable mounting brackets are
to be arranged on both sides of the wall with a distance of ≤ 450mm, above ceilings
with a distance of ≤ 420mm. The mounting brackets have to be noncombustible. Finally
the label is to be affixed.

!

For futher Informations
or Approvals please
contact us on
info@flamro.de

FLAMRO Multi  Combi Seal S 90 Panel Seal
Seal for multiservice penetrations
German Institut for Building and Technology  Approval No. Z19.151279
UL Underwriters Laboratories No. R25820
FLAMRO
BRE Global (England) No. 239660

Application

BrandschutzSysteme
GmbH

Z19.171269

Panel seal (soft seal) for wall and floor | ceiling penetrations, designed to
protect both single and bunched electrical cables (including optical fibre
cables) of anymaterial  without restrictions imposed on each cables
overall conductor crosssection  as well as their supporting structures
(cable troughs, trays and ladders) made of steel, aluminium or plastics, and
pipes (in accordance with Approval No. Z19.151279 (Sections 1.2.7 ff.)

Areas of application
Combi penetration seals

Installation instructions

In all firerated
 walls (masonry | concrete 7 autoclaved aerated concrete
lightweight partitions ≥ 100 mm); max. seal size: H = 200 cm, W = 130 cm
• loors | ceilings (concrete or autoclaved aerated concrete ≥ 150 mm);
max. seal size: W = 150 cm, L = ∞

Combi penetration seals

In the first step, close the throughpenetration opening on one side with FLAMRO BS
panels. Bond the panels flush and tightly into place using FLAMRO BMS. Any spaces
between the panel edges and the inside surface of the throughpenetration opening,
any spaces between the panels and their fitting pieces, as well as any spaces between
the panels and cables must also be sealed with FLAMRO BMS.
The installation instructions provided in the Approval documents are to be followed.

Special benefits
System components:

FLAMRO BS firestop panel










+


FLAMRO BMS coating compound
(trowellable)

+







The coating can be applied by spraying, brushing or trowelling
No dripping of material, clean work area
Easy installation and retrofitting
Approved for lightweight partitions
Coatable with aqueous emulsion paint
Cables need to be coated over a length of only 10 cm outside the seal
Coatable with aqueous emulsion paint
Spaces around the panel seal (inside surface of the throughpenetration opening,
cable trays and the rear side of the panel) do not require coating
Coating under normal environmental conditions resistant to radiation up
to longterm doses of 1.7 MGy
The seal can be installed in both vacuum and pressurised chambers
Coating overlap with the surrounding building component is not required
Highly versatile because cables and pipes can be accommodated in the same opening
Sectional insulation can be applied without coating (please see the Specifications
section for further details)
The coating is resistant to moisture and UV rays

Technical specifications
FLAMRO BMA Airless coating
(sprayable | brushable)

+

Firestop collar FLAMRO Variant and
Variant Plus
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Test Report No.

building element

seal size

seal thickness

coating thickness| length

iBMB Braunschweig:
No. 3934 | 4676Mer

wall

1.5 m²

120 mm

2 mm | 100 mm

No. 3820 | 8208AR

floor

1.5 m²

120 mm

2 mm | 100 mm

BREGlobal:
No. 239660

floor

0.49 m²

120 mm

2 mm | 100 mm

The cable supporting structure must be fastened to the surrounding building
component in such a way that no additional mechanical load can act on the
penetration seal in the case of a fire. Penetration seals in floor | ceiling openings must
be protected from loads and unauthorised access by suitable means (such as steel
wire grides).
All cable penetration seals must be permanently labelled by the installation company.
The identification labels, which are available from FLAMRO BrandschutzSysteme
GmbH, have to be affixed next to the cable penetration seal.

!

Retrofits
Retrofitting can be performed easily. Just seal any remaining gaps with FLAMRO BMS
or FLAMRO BMK and paint over with FLAMRO BMA.

No. 3934 | 4676Mer (tested to DIN 41029), No. 3820 | 8208AR (tested to DIN41029)
and assessment report Nr. 3960 | 9608:
92 min integrity and insulation in wall opening(100mm thick steel stud gypsum board wall)
120 min integrity, insulation cables 90 min, insulation plastic pipes and steel pipe 120 min
and insulation cupper pipe 75 min in floor opening (150mm thick aerated concrete floor)
BRENo. 239660 (tested to ASTM E81406 and UL 1479): Integrity 120 min, insulation of
cables and plastic pipes 120 min, insulation of the steel pipe 78 min and of the copper pipe
50 min, hose stream test partially fulfilled, opening in 150mm aerated concrete floor

For futher Informations
or Approvals please
contact us on
info@flamro.de

Seal EI 120
Seal for multiservice penetrations

European Approval No. ETA13 | 0756
FM Global Approval No. 3044513

Application

Panel seal (soft seal) for wall and floor| ceiling penetrations, designed to protect both single
and bunched electrical cables (including optical fibre cables) and their supporting structures
(cable troughs, trays and ladders) made of steel as well as pipes according to ETA.





Non combustible pipes (e.g. steel) ≤ 168,3mm
CUpipes ≤ 88,9mm
Combustible plastic pipes ≤ 160mm
Single cable up to 80mm diameter

 Bunched cables up to 100mm diameter
 Installation pipes ≤ 25mm
 Synthetic rubber isolated pipes
Armaflex Protect

Areas of application
Combi penetration seals

In all firerated
 rigid walls and flexible walls with wood stud or steel substructure with a thickness of
≥ 122mm according to EN 1366), maximum penetration seal size height = 120cm,
width = 97cm or height = 97cm, width = 120cm
• rigid floors ≥ 150mm

System components:

FLAMRO BS firestop panel

+

FLAMRO BMS coating compound
(trowellable)

Installation instructions

Special benefits












The coating can be applied by spraying, brushing or troweling
No dripping of material, clean work area
Easy installation and retrofitting
Also approved for flexible walls with wood stud or steel substructure
Short coatinglength of the installations (10| 25cm)
Coatable with aqueous emulsion paint
Mineral fiber board only coated on the outside
The seal can also be installed in rooms with positive or negative pressure
High flexibility because cables and pipes can be accommodated in the same opening
Penetration of pipes with synthetic rubber Armaflex Protect (coolant pipes)
Penetration of empty conduits up to 25mm, rigid | flexible; occupied | unoccupied;
combustible | non combustible
 The coating is resistant to moisture and UV rays

Technical data

+

Firestop collar FLAMRO Variant and
Variant Plus
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Installation data
Wall / Floor thickness

Combi penetration seals

Distance between single layers of cables at least 60mm as well as between top layer
of cables and structural element at least 41mm, distance laterally and below ≥ 0mm.
Cable constructions and cable trays must be coated on both sides of the seal with
FLAMROBMA on a length of just 10 | 25cm and in a thickness of about 2mm. It isnt
necessary to coat the space between both BS panels.

+

FLAMRO BMA Airless coating
(sprayable | brushable)

In the first step, close the throughpenetration opening on one side with FLAMRO BS
panels. Bond the panels flush and tightly into place using FLAMRO BMS. Any spaces
between the panel edges and the inside surface of the throughpenetration opening,
any spaces between the panels and their fitting pieces, as well as any spaces between
the panels and cables must also be sealed with FLAMRO BMS.

Wall rigid

Wall flexible

Floor rigid

At least 122mm

At least 122mm

At least 122mm

Maximum penetration

1200 x 970 mm oder 970 x 1200 mm

Seal Thickness

130 mm

130 mm

Anlage D2
150 mm

Work area

Distance between two layers of cables ≥ 60mm as well as between top layer of cables and
structural element ≥ 41mm, distance laterally, underneath from each other and below ≥ 0mm.
Distance between single combustible pipes up to diameter 63mm distance ≥ 50mm, bigger pipes
distance ≥ 75mm, as well as between top layer of pipes and structural element ≥ 50mm, distance
laterally, on the wall and below ≥ 0mm. Distance between single noncombustible pipes ≥ 100mm
as well as between top layer of pipes and structural element ≥ 50mm. Distance laterally, on the
wall and below ≥ 0mm.

Length of cable coating

Double sided 10 | 25cm

Double sided 10 | 25cm

Double sided 10 | 25cm

Retrofits
Retrofitting can be performed easily, seal resulting joints with FLAMRO BMS or
FLAMRO BMK, coat new installed cables with FLAMRO BMA.

!

For futher Informations
or Approvals please
contact us on
info@flamro.de

FLAMRO Variant N II A firestop collar
German Institut for Building and Technology Approval No. Z19.171194, R90
European Approval No. ETA13| 0922, fire resistance class
EI 120U| U respectively EI 240U| C
FLAMRO

Application
Lugs doweled

BrandschutzSysteme
GmbH

Z19.171194

Wall penetration: Two firestop collars
Floor| Ceiling penetration: One firestop collar at the underside of the ceiling
For the following types of pipes:
 Plastic pipes (insulated and noninsulated)
 Plastic composite pipes

 Gas pipes
 Pipe systems with protective piping

Installation instruction Variant N II A
The firestop collars FLAMRO Variant N II may be used in flexible walls, rigid walls and
rigid floors in accordance with below mentioned table. Walls and floors are classified
according to EN 135012 corresponding to the required fire resistance period.
Construction of flexible walls:

Areas of application

Pipe penetration seals

Installation instructions

In all firerated
• Flexible and rigid walls ≥ 100mm thickness
• Rigid floors | ceilings ≥ 150mm thickness

 with steel stud substructure and lining on both sides made from min. 2 layers of
12,5 mm thick cementitious or gypsum based slabs with a fire reaction class A1 or
A2 according to EN 135011

Pipe penetration seals

 with wood stud substructure and lining on both sides made from min. 2 layers of
12,5 mm thick cementitious or gypsum based slabs with a fire reaction class A1 or
A2 according to EN 135011

Special benefits
System components:













FLAMRO Variant N II A
firestop collar
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Acoustic decoupling by foam padding 4 mm
Low space requirement due to low height
Approved for flexible walls
Additional installation with up to two cables for pneumatic dispatch systems possible
Mounting of the collars with their lugs doweled on or mortared in the structural
component possible
Application possible in case of already routed pipes by a simple locking technique
Zero distance between mounted collars is allowed
Penetration of pipes with synthetic rubber insulation up to 43 mm thickness through
solid structural components possible
Oblique penetration and pipe sockets in the area of the seal are possible
Sealing of curved pipes
Joint width up to 5 mm can remain unsealed (see No. 4.4.4.6 of the German approval)
It is possible to choose a firestop collar up to 3 numbers bigger in case of difficult
installation situations (see No. 4.2.2 of the German approval)

Technical specifications

firestop collars
size in mm
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40

50

63

75

90

110

125

140

160

180

200

Diameter
inside in mm

36

44

54

67

79

94

114

129

144

164

184

204

Diameter
outside in mm

50

58

68

94

106

132

155

172

200

220

264

284

mounting hight
diameter
in mm

26,0

26,0

26,0

26,0

26,0

26,6

26,6

40

40

40

40

40

number of
grounding clips

2

2

2

4

4

4

4

4

6

6

8

8

The distance between the wood substructure and the seal is ≥ 100 mm and the cavity
between the linings of the wall, the wood substructure and the seal is tightly clogged
with mineral wool of fire reaction class A1 or A2 according to EN 135011 in a depth
of min. 100 mm.

Type and minimum thickness of walls | ceilings:
Solid walls

on pipe Ø

LT

on pipe Ø

≥ 100 mm

≤ 200 mm

Solid ceilings

on pipe Ø

≥ 100 mm

≤ 200 mm

≥ 150 mm

> 200 mm ≤ 280 mm

≥ 150 mm

≤ 280 mm

≥ 200 mm

> 280 mm ≤ 315 mm

≥ 200 mm

> 280 mm ≤ 315 mm

≥ 300 mm

> 315 mm ≤ 400 mm

≥ 300 mm

> 315mm ≤ 400 mm

!

For futher Informations
or Approvals please
contact us on
info@flamro.de

Principles for construction:
The firestop collar has to be installed on both sides of the wall and at the underside
of the ceiling. You always have to choose the smallest firestop collar matching the
respective pipe diameter. Deviating hereof firestop collars with a inner diameter up to
164 mm can be placed on pipes that are up to three sizes smaller as the associated
pipe (at penetration seals of B1 and B2pipes). (According to German approval)
Approved types of pipes:
 PVCU, PVCHI, PVCC, PP till max. 400 mm outer diameter and pipe wall thickness of
1,8  22,7 mm
 PEHD, LDPE, PP, ABS, ASA, PEX, PB and mineralreinforced plastics according to the approval
numbers: Z42.1217, Z42.1218, Z42.1220, Z42.1223, Z42.1228, Z42.1241, Z42.1
265, Z42.1341, Z42.1403 and Z42.1411 (enlargements have been applied) and pipe wall
thickness of 1,8 till 18,2mm (see approval p.t. 3.2.2)
 PVDF pipes with an outer diameter of 40  90 mm and pipe wall thickness of 2,4  4,3 mm. Pipes
made of PP according to approval no. Z42.1223 of 40  125 mm and pipe wall thickness of
1,8  3,1 mm
• Plastic composite pipes with an up to 150 μm thick layer of aluminium applied to PP material,
with an outer diameter up to 110 mm and pipe wall thicknesses of 5,5  18,4 mm
 Pipe systems with protective pipe (protective pipe / process pipe) made of PEHD/ PEHD, PE
HD/ PVC, PP/ PP, PP/ PEHD, PP/ PVC, PVDF/ PEHD, PVDF/ PVC, PVC/ PVC or PVC/ PEHD
with pipe outer diameter of 20  125 mm. A pipe wall thickness of 1,5  11,4 mm for process
pipe and a pipe wall thickness of1,8  9,1 mm for protective pipe
 Plastic composite pipes with an up to 1,5 mm thick layer of aluminium applied to PE material,
with an outer diameter of 16  63 mm and pipe wall thicknesses of 2,0  4,5 mm
 Plastic composite pipes with an up to 1,0 mm thick layer of aluminium applied to PE material,
with an outer diameter of 16  110 mm an pipe wall thicknesses of 2,0  10,0 mm
 Beverage hoses up to 108 mm outer diameter

Insulations:
 Plastic composite pipes PEbased and an up to 1,5 mm thick layer of aluminium must be
insulated with synthetic rubber (insulation thickness 13  43 mm). Distance between two
firestop collars ≥ 100 mm
 Plastic composite pipes PEbased and an up to 1,0 mm thick layer of aluminium must be
insulated with synthetic rubber (insulation thickness 9  43 mm). Distance between two firestop
collars ≥ 100 mm
• B1 / B2 pipes with an outer diameter ≤ 160 mm can be insulated with synthetic rubber.
Insulation thickness ≤ 43 mm
• B1 / B2 pipes with an outer diameter ˃160 mm ≤ 250 mm can be insulated with synthetic
rubber. Insulation thickness 13  32 mm
 Below mentioned synthetic rubber products can be used for insulation: AF/ Armaflex according
to PMPAE03510 respectively PMPAE01605; SH/ Armaflex according to Z23.141028;
Kaiflex HT according to Z23.141142; KaiflexKK according to PBWU03 /  16.5.59; KFlex
H respectively LKSW1 according to Z23.141250;KLex ST hoses respectively KFlex ST panel
according to P3346/ 1021MPABS; Mondoflex H and IKSW1 according to Z23.141215;
EUROBATEX H according to Z23.141005, Thermaflex AF according to PBWU03 / 
16.5.217; XFROST according to PNDS04397

FLAMRO M3 Mortar

FLAMRO DSBW
German Institut for Building and Technology
Approval No. Z19.11445
 Subject to thirdparty inspection in accordance with the certification
(building material approval)
 Permitted only for single lines in accordance with LAR provisions
 Not suitable for outdoor use! Do not expose to moisture (as salts may be
washed out so that proper functioning is no longer ensured)!

FLAMRO
BrandschutzSysteme
GmbH

Z19.112014

Mortar sealing of spaces around fire dampers in individual or common openings in
accordance with the distances specified in the Approval documents of the respective
fire dampers, as well as of spaces around fire barriers such as gates, doors and
shutters installed in solid building components, and of spaces around single lines
routed in accordance with MLAR.
Firestop mortar FLAMROM3 is a manufacturermixed dry mortar corresponding to
mortar group CS IV acc. to EN 9981 Hydraulic Setting.

Areas of application

Fire prot. acc. with MLAR

MLAR Code of Practice: Routing of single lines through individual openings
 Electrical lines
 Pipe conduits with an outside diameter of up to 160 mm, made of noncombustible
building materials  except aluminium and glass , also when coated with
combustible building materials of up to 2 mm thickness
 Pipe conduits for noncombustible media as well as conduits for electrical lines
with an outside diameter of up to 32 mm, made of combustible building materials,
aluminium or glass

Areas of application
 Combustible pipes of up to 32 mm diameter; distance from each other: 5 times
wider than the diameter of the thickest pipe (in case of multiple individual pipes)
 Noncombustible pipes of up to 160 diameter; distance from each other: 1 time the
diameter of the thickest pipe (in case of multiple individual pipes)
 Cable: distance from each other: 1 time the diameter of the thickest cable (in case
of multiple individual cables)

Fire prot. acc. with MLAR

Special benefits
Special benefits
System components:
 Suitable for routing single lines through solid building components
 Suitable for jacket pipes made of noncombustible materials routed through light
weight partitions in accordance with the provisions stipulated in the MLAR Regulation
 The cartridges are usable with a standard caulking gun
 Resistant to ageing, waterbased formulation
 Easy application also in small annular spaces

Installation instructions

FLAMRODSBW

 Permitted for singleline routings in accordance with MLAR sections 4.3.4 and
4.3.3 and for passing lines through fireresistant walls without the need to adhere
to minimum distances between such lines, MLAR section 4.2.
 Annular spaces of up to 15 mm must be sealed with intumescent compound
FLAMRO DSB W
 Annular spaces of up to 50 mm must be sealed with mineral fibre wool (melting
point > 1000°C and apparent density (packing weight) > 90 kg | m3) or with cement
mortar (FLAMRO M3).
 Annular spaces of more than 50 mm must be sealed with cement mortar
(FLAMRO M3).

Application
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Suitable for installation in damp rooms
Applicable with standard mortar pumps or plastering machines
Excellent machinability properties
Suitable for outdoor applications and exposable to direct atmospheric influence
Very good corner bonding properties
The surface can be painted over and designed as desired
Resistant to ageing, waterbased formulation

System
components:
System
components:

Installation instructions
Mix mortar M3 as supplied (sack of 25 kg) adding 7.0 litres of water. The consistency
of the mortar can be changed by varying the amount of water added. A 25 kg sack
yields 18 litres of mortar, i.e. 0.018 m3.

Flamro M3 mortar

Application

FLAMRO ABA Fire Protection Coating

FLAMRO BMA Fire Protection Coating

German Institut for Building and Technology Approval No. Z19.111474

German Institut for Building and Technology Approval No. Z19.111299

IEC Test EN 60332 | 60331

IEC Test EN 60332 | 60332

FLAMRO
BrandschutzSysteme
GmbH

Z19.111474

 Ablation coating, i.e. a compound which expands when exposed to
heat, suitable for indoor use
 Flame propagation along the cables is prevented for at least
30 minutes (Test Report No. U 99059 of iBMB BS (Institut für
Baustoffe, Massivbau und Brandschutz | German Institute for
Building Materials, Concrete Construction and Fire Protection)

FLAMRO
BrandschutzSysteme
GmbH

Z19.111474

 Ablative coating (cooling action by heat absorption), suitable for
electrical lines
 Permitted for indoor and outdoor use (refineries, industrial facilities
etc.)

Areas of application

Areas of application
Electrical cables of any material and thickness as well as cable trays made of steel or
aluminium profiles

Cable Coatings

System components:

 The coating is brushable and sprayable, and it can be applied with an
airless spraying device
 Ideal for indoor use
 For outdoor use, FLAMRO BMA is the solution of choice
 Low coating thickness. No additional protection of cable clamps
(vertical cable trays) is required.

 Pressure in the range of 130 to 180 bar (depending on the type of airless spraying
device used)
 Nozzle 4.23, i.e. spraying angle 40 degrees and 0.023 inch | 0.58 mm
(flow rate 1.9 litres | minute) or
 Nozzle 3.21, i.e. spraying angle 30 degrees and 0.021 inch | 0.53 mm
(flow rate 1.6 litres | minute)
FLAMRO ABA ablation coating

!
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Special benefits

Special benefits

Application of FLAMRO ABA using an airless spraying device

For futher Informations
or Approvals please
contact us on
info@flamro.de

Electrical cables of any material and thickness as well as cable trays made of steel or
aluminium profiles














Brushable and sprayable
Suitable for outdoor use
Waterbased formulation, nontoxic
Resistant to mould and decay
Chemically neutral to the substrate
Asbestos and solventfree, almost odourless
Does not release any toxic or corrosive gases when exposed to fire
Permanently flexible, no dripping of material during application
Insensitive to water, suitable for indoor and outdoor use
Resistant to ageing and weathering
Can be painted over (colour adjustment)
Thickened compound can be diluted with water and then stirred again until a
workable consistency is attained
 Resistant to radioactivity and UV rays
 Does not impact the specific behaviour of cables under selfgenerated heat

System components:

Application instruction for FLAMRO BMA with airless devices
 Pressure in the range of at least 170 bar (depending on the type of airless spraying
device used)
 Nozzle 4.31, i.e. spraying angle 40 degrees and 0.031 inch | 0.78 mm
(flow rate 3.5 litres | minute)

Application

Cable Coatings

Material consumption data
Cable coating for single cables with a dry layer thickness of 2 mm: approx. 4.1 kg| m2
(recommended layer thickness for outdoor applications: at least 2 to 3 mm); cable
coating for cable bundles with a dry layer thickness of 2 mm: approx. 5.74 kg| m2 (due
to the cable interstices that must also be filled, a multiplier (factor approx. 1.4) has to
be applied). The raw density of FLAMRO BMA is approx. 1.54 kg| dm3, the reduction of
moisture content during the drying process is approx. 25%. Due to natural abrasion by
dust, rain and wind, the surfaces need to be retreated from time to time.
Important note: If you intend to use FLAMRO BMA in an outdoor environment,
please remember to indicate this in your order so that the required algicides and
fungicides can be added to the coating!

FLAMROBMA Airless coating
(sprayable | brushable)

!

For futher Informations
or Approvals please
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FLAMRO Variant N II A
firestop collar
For combustible pipes and
electric installation pipes
1 identification label inclusive

Firestop collar with up to 125 mm inner
diameter permitted for a pipe penetration
seal with plastic electric installation pipes
(N II KS system)
Art.no. identification label 14020

15032

N ll A 32

15040

N ll A 40

15050

N ll A 50

15063

N ll A 63

15075

N ll A 75

15090

N ll A 90

15110

N ll A 110

15125

N ll A 125

15140

N ll A 140

15160

N ll A 160

15180

N ll A 180

15200

N ll A 200
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